NO MORE TEARS!

ALL OVER THE WORLD POPULAR DEMANDS FOR DEMOCRACY ARE BEING MET BY MILITARIZED REPRESSION.

IRONICALLY, PERHAPS, WE CAN SEE HOW LINKED OUR MOVEMENTS ARE BY EXPOSING HOW LINKED THAT REPRESSION IS.

THE COMPANY THAT SELLS THE TEAR GAS CANISTERS THAT WOUNDED SCOTT OLSEN IN OAKLAND ALSO SELLS TO THE GOVTS. OF YEMEN, TUNISIA, ISRAEL, & BAHRAIN, WHO USE THEM REGULARLY AGAINST PRO-DEMOCRACY PROTESTORS.

DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY FEDERAL LABORATORIES
IS OWNED BY BAD SYSTEMS

BUT 14-YEAR-OLD AH JAWAD AL-SHEIKH WAS KILLED BY A CANISTER

MADE BY ANOTHER COMPANY USED BY BAHRAINI FORCES

MADE IN THE USA

YES, THAT IS ITS REAL NAME.

CSI

COMBINED SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
AND

COMBINED TACTICAL SYSTEMS BRAND, OWNED BY POINT LOOKOUT CAPITAL AND THE CARLYLE GROUP

HAS FLOWN THE ISRAELI FLAG OUTSIDE ITS JAMESTOWN, PA HEADQUARTERS

ITS CANISTERS HAVE KILLED DOZENS IN EGYPT AND PALESTINE, THEY ALSO SELL TO OAKLAND, YEMEN, AND MANY OTHER PLACES.
Sometimes govs. buy straight from our military. This is called **foreign military sales**. These are when they buy from the companies, also with state dept. approval – this is faster and requires less oversight & transparency.

The U.S. govt. gives grants and loans for foreign govt's to buy U.S. military goods.

Foreign military financing. This complexity makes it hard to determine if U.S. money is used to buy teargas, or if it just ends up in the same pot.

During the 1980s activists chained themselves to the gates of federal laboratories, forcing a halt of sales to Israel for 4 months.

In Nov. 2011 Suez Port workers refused to sign for a 7-ton shipment of CSI gas.

Tel aviv activists "returned" spent CSI gas canisters to the American ambassador in Jan. 2011.

Protesters have been held outside of CSI's HQ and "die-ins" by the NYC offices of Point lookout.

"If you have come to help me, you are wasting your time. But if you have come because your liberation is bound up with mine, let us work together."

Queensland Aboriginal Activist Collective

contact us: globaljustice@nycc@gmail.com